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Acting Vice Chair Report  - November  - December 
By Jim Stewart 

The best thing that can be said about 2020 is that it’s almost over. 
There are good reasons to believe that during 2021 we’ll be able to 
get back to ‘normality’ in our personal lives and in our life as a 
Branch. It feels great! 
 
While the Branch is going into 2021 with all of the same problems 
that we faced in 2020, there’s a big difference – there are solutions 
in the works. 

• We’re just about to give Brian Chandler our proposal for 
making it easier to run the Branch by using a simpler, 
informal, less complicated/bureaucratic structure. Assuming 
it’s approved, it’ll mean we’ll need fewer volunteers, and 
their workload will be reduced. 

• We’ll soon be launching several initiatives to attract new, 
younger Members. They’ll bring the energy we need to keep 
the Branch alive and the perspective to help us leave an 
ongoing legacy for future generations.  

• Our Presentations and Events will continue to show more 
variety. We’ll always be a car club - but one that welcomes 
spouses/partners and is family friendly.  

 
There are also encouraging things going on at the Club. The strategic 
plan will be presented to the BOD in January. If it’s accepted there 
will be a number of changes, starting next year and continuing until 
2023. Just getting the planning process going has already brought a 
number of things to light, for example. 

• The other Branches all have similar problems to ours. 
• The Branches need to share more information and ‘best 

practices’. We’re taking the lead by inviting them to our 
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Zoom presentations and sharing our crosswords and other 
ideas for coping with Covid-19. 

• The new, automated Membership registration and              
re-registration process has reduced the work and simplified 
the Branch Membership job – setting a great example of 
how automation can make volunteers’ lives easier. 

 
Talking about change, this will be Adèle’s last issue as Beano Editor. 
If it weren’t for her the Beano would have died 2 years ago. Despite 
everything she and Ken had done for the Branch and Club in the 
past, she stepped up yet again. She brought enthusiasm and 
determination to the job, launching a number of great new features 
and getting new Members involved – and still managed to organize 
multi-day, multi-destination runs while doing it! Adèle has always 
cared deeply about Central Island Branch and the OECC and has 
done an enormous amount for both. 
 
I want to thank Adèle personally and on behalf of the Executive and 
Members. She will be greatly missed as Beano Editor! 
 
2020 has been a tough year, but I’m excited and hopeful for the 
future! In the meantime, Deborah and I wish you and your families 
a Happy Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New Year! Stay safe! 
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Membership Report 

 

 

 

 

The registration renewal for 2021 is underway. The members’ renewals can be 
done using the on line registration form or by sending a renewal form to me at: 

Dale Kastanis 

1730 Country Hills Dr.  

Nanaimo, BC 

V9X 1X5 

Payment can be made by PayPal using the link on the online form or by 
cheque. It may take until the new year to process all the forms and cheques so 
don’t be concerned if you get an email asking that you renew if you already 
have. I will contact any one who I have questions about regarding their 
renewal. 

 

Happy Holidays to all the OECC CIB members from the 
Membership Coordinator. 
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 Presentation Coordinator Report   
By Sandy Smart 

The first branch Zoom meeting was held on Thursday, the 19th of 
November and, by all accounts, was voted to have been a success. 
 
We are very grateful to Bruce Edwards, from the SIB, who was the guinea 
pig for this new venture. His topic was the Southward Car Museum, near 
Wellington, New Zealand, which he had visited earlier this year. 
 
The museum was started in 1956 by Sir Len Southward, and his wife Vera, 
and now  boasts over four hundred cars and three aircraft. Bruce showed 
pictures of one hundred and six cars, accompanied by a brief history of 
each. 
 
There were cars to suit everyone’s taste, from the more common Fords, 
Hillmans, Morris and Austins, which many of us in the Branch grew up 
with in Britain, to the extremely old and rare like the 1895 Benz Velo. 

 

December 17th Zoom presentation: 
 
We were fortunate to host an excellent presentation by the Nanaimo 
Medical Staff Association and the Nanaimo & District Hospital Foundation 
regarding the state of medical services in the Central Island area. 
 
It would appear that our medical needs are being treated woefully, 
especially compared to our neighbours south of the Malahat, and indeed 
compared to the rest of the western world. 
 
The  statistics provided showed the dearth of Heart and Cancer resources, 
amongst many others, in the Mid and North Island region, but with a plan 
to resolve them. They do, however need our help. 
 
As most of the members in our branch will, unfortunately, require one of 
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these two services in the not too distant future, it was very disturbing, and came 
as rather a shock, to those in attendance. But then, perhaps, it should not have 
been, for as many of you are aware, there is a lack of Primary Care in this area: 
i.e. finding a Family Doctor or a Nurse Practitioner. 
 
The team has been good enough to provide us with access to their statistics, 
their recommendations for our region, and a letter, which you may care to sign, 
to the Premier and Minister of Health. 
 
We are in this together and your Executive decided, at a meeting the next 
morning, that we, as a Branch, would do everything to support this initiative. 
 
For those who attended, an email was sent out with an attached letter to the 
Premier and Minister of Health, which I know a lot of you were keen to sign. 
 
For those who did not attend, the presentation, the goals of the group, and the 
letter were also circulated. 
 
Perhaps, you would also consider supporting our local hospital? 
 
Next Zoom Presentation will be Thursday, January 21st, 2021 at 7:00 pm 
 
It will be a talk on the Snowbirds by Colonel (retired) Jonathan Ambler.   
Further details to be sent out early next month.  
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Thanks once again for all the excellent submissions for this issue of the Beano.  Here is 
what you can read about in this issue. 
 
 As well  the regular reports, I have added a new report for our Presentation 

Coordinator, Sandy Smart. 
 GET ACQUAINTED with our upcoming Beano Editor Joe Smith and his wife 

Carol who have led an interesting life. 
 CONGRATUALTIONS go out to members who have continually renewed their 

membership for 20 or more years, plus recognition to other long term members. 
 Fairly new member, Wayne McCargar has written a Christmas verse. 
 BEANO, what does it stand for and how did it come about?  I have written an 

explanation. 
 Faulty Towers or Fawlty Towers?  I have added a couple of photos of each. 
 Lovely Christmas photos of Steve Harris’s 1930 Vauxhaul Hurlingham plus a 

writeup by Steve Harris about the visit to his garages and information about some of 
his cars.   

 Malcolm has written another article about another car that he and Janet owned in 
England…...Ford Cortina 1600E 

 Doug Cavill has written a very interesting article on a car he purchased on an         
on-line auction and has since restored.  Ken and I know the feeling as Ken 
purchased our MG Magnette that way. 

 Sylvia Sparke posted a photo on Facebook which I got permission to share with you 
as it is in line with the Christmas theme. 

 
So this concludes my final Beano.  It has been a pleasure to do this for the past couple 
of years and I am looking forward to seeing Joe Smith’s first issue in February.  He will 
bring some new ideas I am sure. 
 

I would also like to take this opportunity to send Season’s Greetings to you all and 
wish you a Safe and Healthy 2021 from Ken and I. 
 
 
 

Adèle Hedges  
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GET ACQUAINTED 

From East to West – Carol & Joe Smith 
 
We’ve been together ever since our 3rd 
year of high school … now over 50 years 
ago. Married at 21 we subsequently 
created 3 children all within those first 
few years of living on the West Island of 
Montreal. 
 
Carol worked at Bell Canada in Dorval 
and I headed off every morning to The 
Gazette in downtown Montreal as a staff 
artist. We both have fond memories of our 
life there and Carol still stays connected 
through the West Island Facebook page. 
 

In 1978 we moved to Oakville, Ontario as I had been appointed to a new position at 
the Southam Newspapers’ head office in Toronto. A few years later I climbed the 
corporate ladder once again to another Southam paper, The Hamilton Spectator. Carol 
in the meantime worked in the health sector in various positions but for the most part 
as a counsellor. 
 
In the mid-90s the world of newspapers was changing dramatically so it was time to 
leave the corporate world. I started up a marketing and communications company but 
spent most of my time on my first passion fine art … I had studied at the Museum of 
Fine Art in Montreal. Carol continued on with health care. 
 
By the year 2000 the Toronto, Oakville, Hamilton area was becoming too congested. 
What once took 15 minutes to drive somewhere was taking up to 45 minutes. It was 
time to move on. 
 
Being involved with the Canadian Club I was attending a national conference in 
Victoria. Carol headed off up-island to visit with her sister in Courtenay. After the 
conference I headed up to the Comox Valley but stopped at the lookout on the 
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Malahat. It was a fantastic sunny fall day and as I looked out got the feeling that this 
would be a great place to live. In the meantime Carol was given the royal tour of the 
Valley and fell in love with the area.  
 
We both agreed the Island was the place and the time was right to make the big move. In 
2002 we pulled up stakes and headed off to our new home in Union Bay. I still do some 
marketing consulting work but focus most of my time on the fine art side. I am fortunate 
to have a studio and gallery here on the property. Carol on the other hand has been able 
to retire and can’t think of a better place to do so than here on the Island. 
 
As for our connection to British cars it all started back in 1968 when I purchased … pre-
marriage … a 1967 MGB ...  classic British racing green, wire wheels, leather interior. 
We drove it year-round. I even had to put on 4 snow tires for winter driving just to get a 
little extra clearance. So it became our daily driver and first family car. 
 
This would prove to be a challenge as in order to transport our first child around, I had 
repurposed one of those old child car seats that used to have hooks that went over the 
front seat. I cut off the hooks and basically pressure fit the seat under the lip on the 
cowling at the back of the cockpit. Yikes! 
 
We knew the car was not going to work as a family car when one day driving along the 
highway with the top down Carol started yelling “Stop the car! Stop the car!” I looked 
to see what the emergency was and saw that our son’s face looked like a fish out of 
water as he was gulping for air because of the backdraft. That was the beginning of the 
end. A short while later the car was stolen from the parking lot at the train station where 
I commuted to work. This forced us to buy our first family car which turned out to be a 
Pinto station wagon. I need say no more about that episode.  
 
I had vowed one day to get another B but it had to wait until 2013 when I finally bit the 
proverbial bullet and bought a 1973 MGB. We have enjoyed this daily driver … spring 
to fall … immensely and look forward to getting out with other car enthusiasts 
whenever we can. 
 
The club has been great as it has given us the opportunity to make these connections and 
we look forward to the day when things get back to normal. 
 
 

Submitted by Joe Smith who will be the Beano Editor beginning in 2021 
 
Joe can be contacted at joesmith@shaw.ca   

mailto:joesmith@shaw.ca
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Roy and Wendy Burns    
 
Michael and Carolyn Davies   
 
Dave and Linda Harris 
 
Russ and Pat Heughan 
 
Russell and Rosemary LaBelle 
 
Tony and Loraine Leeming 
 
Dennis Millard 
 
Al Thompson 
 
 
Laura Taylor did not renew this year, but recognition is due, as Laura 
worked tirelessly organizing the after Brits on the Beach picnic for many 
years.  She and her deceased husband joined in 1999. 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THESE 
MEMBERS WHO HAVE RENEWED 
THEIR MEMBERSHIP EACH YEAR 

WITH THE 
CENTRAL ISLAND BRANCH OF THE 

OLD ENGLISH CAR CLUB FOR TWENTY 
OR MORE YEARS 
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THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN CONTINUOUS 
MEMBERS FOR FIFTEEN OR MORE YEARS 
Bob and Sandy Atkinson 
Geoff and Candy Francis 
Malcolm and Janet Hargrave 
Ken and Ad èle  Hedges  
David Nishioka  
Wayne Peddie  
Ray Sabourin  
Merv Steg  
Doug and Judy Unia  

 
THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN CONTINUOUS 
MEMBERS FOR TEN OR MORE YEARS 
Elaine Brodie 
Doug and Gisela Cavill 
Donald and Ellen Coates 
Brian and Janice Collings 
Ian Colquhoun and Kathy Doyle 
Graeme and Susan Cook 
Jim and Cathy Gislason 
Bill and Valerie Grace 
Norman Hall 
Howard and Kathy Lockhart 
Graham Miller 
Bob and Melba Nelson 
Ken and Janet Pidwysocki 
Adrian and Helen Rice 
Ken Smith 
Len and Bonnie Smith 
Peter and Sylvia Sparke 
Roger and Marilyn Tarry 
Dave and Anne Wass 
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THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN CONTINUOUS 
MEMBERS FOR FIVE OR MORE YEARS 
 
John Amy 
John and Morag Atherstone 
Morris and Coralie Barnett 
Neil Bonnell and Karen Unruh 
Tony and Rosemary Booth 
Peter and Noreen Conway 
Brent Crossley and Wende Marocchi 
Gary and Deborah Gray 
Steve Harris 
Ron and Marion Heyes 
David and Louise Kelsey 
Roger King 
Terry and Jerrie MacFarlane 
Paul Mansell 
Tom Milne 
Trevor and Kim Parker 
Al and Val Ramsay 
Stephen and Elaine Roebuck 
Joan Rue 
Tom and Sharon Sheppard 
Joe and Carol Smith 
Dave and Judy Stewart 
Paul Tilroe 
Peter and Claire Tyler 
Bill Whitehead 
Steve and Mary Wohlleben 
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LONG TERM MEMBERSHIPS 
 

Back in October 2019 I started to research how many of our members 
have been continuous members of the Central Island Branch for 20 or 
more years.  I could not have done this without the help of  Pat Sparks 
of the South Island Branch who was Club Registrar for many years 
before I took over the role for a few years. Rosters have been stored in 
many different ways over the years and cut off dates have changed 
over the years.  Eventually I came up with that list, with the occasional 
discrete phone call to members saying I was working on a project. 
 
I then carried on with this project to find out in groups of every five 
years when members joined.  This involved cross referencing many 
rosters to find out the actual year a member joined.  I was missing a 
few years and I am grateful to Steve Roebuck who was able to supply 
me with a few missing years.  Having gone so far, I thought I may as 
well carry on to the present date.  From 2016 to present we have a 
further 87 members added to those who are listed on the previous 
pages, plus 3 spouse/companions to members listed. 
I would also like to mention that although Steve Harris joined CIB in 
2011, he was in the initial conversations with a group of people in the 
Okanagan who were interested in starting the Old English Car Club. 
I would also like to acknowledge a long time OECC member,        
Steve Diggins who was a member of the Vancouver Coast Branch for 
many years and was Publisher of  The Spanner, a newsletter for the 
Club.  When he moved from Vancouver, he joined our branch, but did 
let his membership lapse for a very short time with CIB. 
Another person I would like to mention is Elaine Brodie who has been 
a member of the South Island Branch for well over 20 years, but in 
2009 she and her deceased husband Robert, decided to join CIB as 
well as SIB. 
This has been a labour of love and brought back many fond memories 
of members who have either passed away or have discontinued their 
membership. 

Adèle Hedges 
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Submitted by Wayne McCargar 
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I was asked recently by a new 
member, “what does Beano 
stand for?”  Well what it 
stands for can be seen under 
the Beano header of each 
issue.  But why? you may ask.  
Well the first issue of the 
Beano was in January 1999 
and the editors were Norm 
Marshall (deceased) and Doug 
Bainbridge.  Here is a quote 
from the front page: 
“Welcome to the first edition 
of the Beano.  (British 
Engineered Automobiles 
Nanaimo Order) or an old 
British weekly comic.  The 
former definition will suffice 
for now but as Don and I 
progress it may well become 
the latter ! ! !” 
 
Here is the front page of The 
Christmas Beano, December 
27th, 1969. 
 

Adèle Hedges  

       Faulty Towers                 British Sitcom Fawlty Towers       1930 Vauxhall Hurlingham        
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An  All British Car Collection …. 
……..On October 25 this Chapter was invited to Barbara and Steve 
Harris’s Home Faulty Towers for a ‘Pop-Up’ Event of a Garage Tour 
where Coffee, Tea and Cookies were served…. A good number of 
Members arrived in British Cars and some in modern……   Once in the 
main Garage some explanations were given on the Collection of twelve 
cars….. It all started in 1968 with a Morris Minor and meeting Barbara 
who had a Morris Minor Convertible….. In 1972 I bought my first 
Vintage Car, the Humber 1939 Drophead built by Thrupp & Maberly, this 
led to favoring Coach Built British Cars as they are so unique in style…. 
Yes I did own most of the favored sports cars , Healey 106 & 3000 and 
many Bug-eyes, Several TR-3’s, Many Morris’s, Jaguars like XK 140, 
MK5, 61’ EType Coupe, Mini Traveller that I Coopered, MGTC and many 
more…. Move the clock forward to Present day with the collection being 
of a variety of body styles, the most unique being the 1930 Hurlingham, 
large Boat Tale originally ordered by a Raja in India…. We both enjoy 
visiting the UK where we drive the Back roads to see Castles and Gardens 
and Car Collections/Meets….. We have brought home four cars with us 
from Dealers and the Beaulieu Autojumble that I visit each trip, that is on 
the way to the Chelsea Garden Show….. Which reminds me that I asked 
Barbara if I could Restore a car for her, thus the 61’ Morris Traveller…. It 
may not be fair that I got the 32’ Carlton Rolls Royce and she a Morris, 
but that was here wish ….. Not hard to figure out which gets more Road 
Time…..  
Each car is an interesting build like the H.J. Mulliner Humber Sedanca 
Deville…. I bought it  Blind out of Hemmings in 1997 and this is a 
Masterpiece of Coach Building , All the Doors fit properly, the front wings 
look as the French Pre-War had built them as they pontoon….. Yes I had 
all the mechanics  and paint to do, But the Interior is Original,,,, Then 
there is the Rover 1933 Ten-Special…. As Rover was in trouble in those 
times, new Chairman ‘Wicks’ ordered a deluxe small horsepower to be 
built for the Olympic Motor Show…. All advantages of the day were put 
on it including Hydraulic Brakes and a custom body built by Salmons with 
a Tickford crank down top…… And as for the 49’ Bentley MK VI by 
James Young, one of 6 left Known of the 11 built with this body…. this 
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car came from Alberta…. Owning it since 1985 and doing much work on it 
even an engine rebuild, I know this to be my Best Road car a pleasure to 
drive at todays speeds….. And the Rolls came to B.C. in the late 50’s 
attending the formation of the B.C. Chapter of the RROC…..  It ended up 
on Saltspring Island in the hands of a Cabinet Maker who pulled the coach 
apart to replace timbers as needed and put it back together….. 
Unfortunately none of the mechanics were rebuilt, He passed on ,,, I 
purchased and it took Four Years to sort out the Running issues….. Trust 
me, you should win the Lottery before trying to rebuild one of these Pre-
War RR’s ….. Now for something a little Smaller, We acquired a 34’ 
Austin 7 in need!   A bit easier rebuild, Like to align the doors Just loosen 
the Chassis to Body bolts, put a bit of masking tape on the side of the body 
and a bit on the door to a position that you want the door to line up with…. 
Climb ender the car and using Fallers Wedges, knock them in between the 
chassis and sills, keep pounding the wedges in and watch the markers on 
the body & door till they line up…. Make some aluminum blocks , insert in 
place of wedges, tighten frame bolts …. Easy 
EH!                                                                                                                  
   ………… I have  many Stories on Self Restorations, but not on anything 
with a computer !    On the early cars , really all you have to do is figure 
out how they built it by taking it apart, then reverse the procedure …… 
Also Know your limitations and know where Good Help is…… Happy 
Motoring and Sunny Rides in the New Year…. Cheers   Steve 
PS. Someone asked how much one of my cars was worth?   I gave an 
estimate, I was wrong to do that ….. Remember” something is only worth 
what a person is willing to write the Cheque for at that time and Place …… 
 
Submitted by Steve Harris 
 
Photos of this visit can be found on our website: 
 
https://www.oecc.ca/cib/FaultyTower2020.htm 

https://www.oecc.ca/cib/FaultyTower2020.htm
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Ford Cortina 1600E 
 

In my last article for the BEANO I wrote about my Reliant Scimitar GTE, and explained 

why I had to part with it due to the expected arrival of twins.  Well, the outcome for me 

was to buy a (sensible?) four-door, four seat, sporty sedan – a 1969 Ford Cortina 

1600E in Black Cherry.   

The 1600E, new at the 1967 Motor Show, was the latest Cortina with the new cross-

flow, bowl-in-piston; Weber-carburetted, 1,599 cc, S4-OHV engine, producing 93 bhp, 

and a top speed of 97 mph.  The 1600E had lowered and stiffened Cortina-Lotus 

suspension with 5½J size Rubery Owen Rostyle pressed-steel, chromium-plated rally 

wheels, and was shod with radial-ply tyres, all of which provided exceptional road-

holding and cornering capabilities. 

Other luxury additions included: a black-painted radiator grille; a painted colour strip 

alongside the body with “E”-motifs (Executive); black pile carpeting; extra sound 

insulation; a padded arm-rest between-the-front-seats with stowage bin; fully reclining 

front and rear bucket seats; a glossy wood instrumentation facia, and deep matching 

wood door capping. There was a polished aluminium-spoked sports steering wheel with 

leather surround; gaited gear lever; dual-tone horns; cigar-lighter; spare wheel cover; 

twin Wipac stainless 562 spot-lamps, and automatic, very bright, reversing lamps.  

 

The 1600E was one of the best loved versions of the Cortina, offering a blend of 

sporting style and luxury with its comprehensive specification and impressive 0-60 in 

11.6 seconds (with some tweaking, a friend got mine to do 0-60 in 10.6 seconds), while 

returning a reasonable 25 mpg.  Production ended in 1970 and despite attempts at 

reviving the idea of an "Executive", Ford never recaptured the original feel of the Cortina 

Mk II based 1600E. 

 

Submitted by Malcolm Hargrave 
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It Seemed Like a Good Idea at the Time 
(Buying a car online at an Auction) 

Three years ago and after 10 years of rebuilding a ’67 MGB, I sold her to a good 

Gabriolan home. This created a large hole both in the garage and in my life as I 

had no longer had a fun toy over which to fuss and plot. The MGB was exciting 

enough but for some reason I thought I needed a bigger challenge and started to 

look at Austin Healeys (OK, I admit that I really wanted an XKE Jaguar but 

anything driveable was way too pricey). 

Coming home I decided to get serious and fill that void in the garage. Someone in 
the car club suggested Bring-A-Trailer as a source for classic cars so that kept me 
busy for several months only to have a sweet Austin Healey 3000 Mark III in 
Nevada sold out from under me at the last moment. The process to find a good 
car this way seemed insurmountable so I started thinking about those Barrett-
Jackson folk again. 
In the January 2018 B-J Scottsdale auction, there were three Austin Healey 3000s 
on the block: a red tri-carb ’62 Mark II and two later Mark III models which come 
with a permanently mounted convertible top and roll up windows, highly 
desirable features when one lives in a rain forest. I had looked at a nice ’62 AH 
3000 in Kelowna the summer before but remembering the frustration of keeping 
two SU carbs in tune on the MGB, I thought three SUs would be beyond my 
limited mechanical skills. The aforementioned club member was once again in 
residence in Arizona and agreed to visit the auction site to have a cursory look 

 

In January, 2017, I visited one of our club 
members who was wintering in the Phoenix, 
AZ area. With the intention of killing a bucket
-list entry we visited the Scottsdale Barrett-
Jackson classic car auction. The chrome and 
dazzling paint finishes of 1,800 or so classic 
cars on display was truly mind blowing. 
There seemed to be some excellent buys too 
if you conveniently forgot everything was 
valued in US dollars. 
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over the Healeys on my behalf. One of the Mark III AHs was considered 
outstanding while the other had been “rode hard and put away wet”. I don’t think 
the red ’62 Mark II even entered the conversation. In the meantime I was learning 
the ropes of playing in a B-J auction, just in case.  
I should point out that a Barrett-Jackson auction comes with some extra costs of 
which I was well aware. The buyer coughs up another 12% of the selling price to B
-J. There is also the financing to arrange in advance of the auction so B-J will let 
you play and of course you have the get the vehicle from the desert back to 
Gabriola Island in the middle of winter. Cue a classic car transportation company. 
All of this was in the back of my mind when I sat down at the computer to “play” in 
the auction. 
The first AH to be auctioned was the nicely turned out Mark III. To buy a car you 

register as a bidder on a special website. The current bid is shown in real time 

with a suggested next bid only a mouse click away. Once you click, the car is yours 

until out bid. When the bidding on that sweet Mark III started I didn’t even get my 

hand on the mouse before the bid was over $60,000! It sold in the high 70s. Wow, 

that was an eye opener. B-J seldom keeps a car on the dock for more than a couple 

of minutes as there are 1,800 cars to flog during the five or so days the event is 

held. Procrastinators can clearly stay home; no time for second thoughts here. Just 

grab that mouse and click its brains out until sanity prevails or you have 

purchased a car. 

The next AH on the block was the ’62 Mark II 
with the 3 SU carbs. This one was described 
in the brochure as spending most of its life in 
Ontario (Canada or California wasn’t  
specified but I assumed the latter, 
incorrectly as it turned out). It came with a 
cool chrome roll bar, convertible top and 
tonneau cover. The pictures showed the 
doors properly aligned (apparently an AH 
restoration challenge) and it was clearly 
driveable as there it was on the stage under 
its own power. And so when the bidding 
started I was ready with the mouse. 
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The bidding was steady but not frantic. There were some bids from the floor but it 
seemed that most bidders were online like me. I had set a maximum I would not 
exceed and the bidding soon hit that price. What the heck, another $500 wouldn’t 
break me so “click” went the mouse. Immediately the price bounced up another 
$500, the hammer fell and I breathed a sigh of relief and pushed back from the 
computer. Getting this car from Scottsdale home was now someone else’s 
problem. I would try again on the rougher Mark III and save a bucket of money. 
But wait a minute, the last bid has been withdrawn and the car was mine. What!! 
That’s right: I had just bought a car that I have never seen for a very large amount 
of money, a car that is 58 years old and a car that is currently in Arizona, USA. And 
I bought a car which 30 minutes before I had not even considered buying! 
The next exercise was to find a car transporter which turned out to be easy. There 
are lots of them and one is Canadian owned and run from Toronto. They arranged 
to get it through customs for me and would deliver it to the tourist parking lot just 
outside the Tsawwassen ferry terminal. There were no other cars being delivered 
to Vancouver Island and I would have had to pay all the extra costs for the ferry, 
etc. to get it onto the island. ICBC would not give me a temporary plate as the car 
was out of country so I arranged to take a trailer over to Tsawwassen and collect 
the car. 
This turned out to be a bonus as somewhere between the B-J auction stage and 
Tsawwassen the muffle became disconnected from the engine. Did that big 6 roar! 
BC Ferries would likely not have let me drive the car onto the Duke Point Ferry 
and I would have been stuck in Vancouver at 8 in the evening with a car that 
sounded like a Lancaster bomber. The cause of the exhaust disconnect was not 
obvious but an aftermarket American sized muffler had been connected to the 
British sized exhaust manifold with a split flexible muffler pipe and lots of brazing 
material. The brazing had failed somewhere between Scottsdale and Tsawwassen 
and it was not going to be the transport driver’s problem. And now the adventure 
had really begun. 
The car came with some maintenance documentation dating back into the ‘60s 
and it was Ontario, Canada where the car was purchased, driven and even raced at 
Mossport. Some rummaging around in the storage tray in the cockpit turned up 
Canadian coins. The seller was a car dealership in Seattle and I was curious about 
where the car had been most recently owned and driven. A phone call to Seattle 
revealed the car was sold on consignment for a guy from Kelowna and had been 
last driven with BC plates! 
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First up was getting the car licensed which meant a vehicle inspection at the local 

Gabriola garage. Some quick fixes were in order if I wanted the car to pass. The 

busted muffler was solved by purchasing a new flexible exhaust line and several 

yards of muffler tape. The turn signals didn’t work so a new relay box had to be 

purchased and installed. I hauled the spare tire out of the “boot” to access the signal 

lights and there was another surprise; the 30 rear spokes on the 60 spoke wire 

wheel were sheared off at the hub.  The tire was a different size than the other four 

and was crap. A new wheel and tire were added to the shopping list. It was also 

around this time I noticed the serial number plaque on the engine was missing 

meaning the car could never be used for a full restoration project as matching 

original numbers seem to be a really big deal. 

Once back home it was my turn to identify the irregularities. The removable 
transmission tunnel was homemade and didn’t fit too well allowing hot air to flow 
from the engine compartment into the cockpit.  The front rail on the soft top was 
warped and left a ½ inch gap at the top of the windshield. Vital air deflectors in 
front of the radiator were missing. The seat cushions were beyond their best before 
date as was the carpeting. 
Of course it wasn’t long after I bought the car that Hagerty Insurance posted their 
“Auction Basics” pamphlet which suggests to “Arrange for expert inspections in 

advance”. Would an expert have picked up on the above discrepancies? Hard to say 
but auto appraisers are available at most auctions and might have flagged some 
issues especially the dodgy exhaust system. Would it have made any difference to 
me bidding on the car? Hard to say because when the fever strikes, rationality takes 

 

Once I got the car licenced I drove it to my go-to mechanic 

in Parksville. He went over the car carefully giving it a tune 

up and test drive. Going to grease the front wheel bearings 

he found the retaining nuts had at one time been removed 

and installed with a cold chisel, maybe more than once 

(they are kind of a weird size and too big for most 

adjustable wrenches). An electronic ignition was installed 

along with a new distributor; the old one was worn out 

internally. A compression check indicated one cylinder 

lower than the others but not serious. 
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the back seat. Remember I did not intend to bid on this car in the first place. Do I 
regret purchasing “Katie”? Nope; she fills the void in the garage nicely and I can 
fuss and plot to my heart’s content. And she is a blast cruising Gabriola. But on nice 
days only since I still haven’t fixed the soft top. 

 

 

“Katie”, 1962 Austin Healey 3000 MK II BT7 

 

Submitted by Doug Cavill 
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PICTURES OF YOU AND YOUR CARS 

Members Only Gallery is an excellent tool to see pictures of members and their 
cars. These are evolving galleries so Steve Roebuck needs members to send 
in pictures of yourselves and your cars. Pictures of Us may have to be updated 
if you have an old picture of yourselves in the Gallery, also you may have ac-
quired or sold a car, again Steve needs to know about this if you have photos 

in the Gallery. You can access this on the following link: www.oecc.ca/cib/
photo_gallery and scroll down to Members Only. You will have received 
User Name and Password to access this.  

Email Steve at steve@rbck.ca to send him photos for publication. 

Good wishes to all and a safe Christmas—Peter and Sylvia Sparke 

http://www.oecc.ca/cib/photo_gallery
http://www.oecc.ca/cib/photo_gallery
mailto:steve@rbck.ca
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Acting Vice Chairperson: Jim Stewart  Phone: 250-240-8610         Email: jstewart308@gmail.com 
 
 
Chairperson:   Actively seeking 
   
Vice Chairperson:  Actively seeking 
 
 
Past Chairperson:  Al Ramsay                Phone: 250-585-6368          Email: valandalramsay@gmail.com 
 
 
Treasurer:   Julie McKay             Phone: 250-729-1331          Email: jamckay1@shaw.ca 
  
 
Secretary:     Mike Holliday Phone: 604-341-6926 Email: mholliday53@icloud.com 
 
 
 
Presentation         
Coordinator:   Sandy Smart  Phone: 250-729-9833          Email: jrasmart@hotmail.com 
 
 
Membership Chair:        Dale Kastanis        Phone: 778-908-7339        Email: oecccibmembers@gmail.com 
 
 
Events 
Promoter:              Malcolm Hargrave Phone: 250-741-0584         Email: malcolmh460@gmail.com 
 
 
Beano 
Newsletter:   Adèle Hedges Phone: 250-468-5828        Email: hedges.al@gmail.com 
 
 
Webmaster:     Patrick James Phone: 250-713-1698       Email: oecccib@gmail.com 
 
 
Regalia:     Marilyn Tarry  Phone: 250-591-3124           Email: oeccregalia@gmail.com 
 

2020 Executive and Appointed Officials       

mailto:mjstewart308@gmail.com
mailto:valandalramsay@gmail.com
mailto:mjamckay1@shaw.ca
mailto:mholliday53@icloud.com
mailto:jrasmart@hotmail.com
mailto:moecccibsecretary@gmail.comail
mailto:malcolmh460@gmail.com
mailto:hedges.al@gmail.com
mailto:oecccib@gmail.com
mailto:oeccregalia@gmail.com
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Classified Page 

DISCLAIMER: The Old English Car Club (OECC) provides the classified ads in this 
publication as a service to both members and non-members wishing to advertise British 
cars, parts or services. The OECC does not verify any claims made in these ads and 
consequently assumes no responsibility for their veracity.  
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